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Introduction
This Tutor Support pack has been developed to assist tutors in the successful delivery of the
qualification. It provides tutors with:


relevant information about the qualification and its assessment methodology;



guidance in qualification registration and delivery;



teaching and learning materials and activities to support and enhance the delivery of the
qualification.

The pack is divided into three main sections:
Section A provides the tutor with general information relating to the qualification’s aims,
design, assessment methodology, delivery and registration.
Section B provides the tutor with guidance on content coverage and delivery within each
syllabus topic.
Section C provides the tutor with learning resources that can be used in the delivery of the
qualification.
Appendices are included in Section D.
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SECTION A
Qualification Design and Delivery
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Introduction
Employability Skills is the term used to describe the general skills, behaviours and attitudes that
are necessary for being successfully recruited and doing well at work. These skills are not
specific to any particular industry; they are transferable skills aimed at all business sectors and
positions of responsibility. These skills are actively sought and valued by employers and are
fundamentally important in building a successful career.

Qualification design
The aims of the qualification are to:


provide candidates with the knowledge, understanding and skills necessary to enter and
remain in employment;



help candidates to develop and enhance the essential skills and techniques required in
the working environment;



provide the opportunities for candidates to develop a range of personal qualities and
attitudes essential for successful performance in the workplace.

Target audience and candidate progression
This qualification is suitable for those who are in fulltime education and training and who will be
seeking employment soon, or those who currently employed and want to improve their
employability and personal effectiveness in the workplace.
The qualification can be taken as a stand alone or as part of a Level 2 or 3 Group Award or
Diploma.

Structure and content
The LCCI IQ Level 2 Certificate in Employability Skills will be awarded to candidates who
successfully complete all learning and assessment requirements outlined in the syllabus.
The qualification covers four topics:
1.

Personal Effectiveness and Success at Work

2.

Developing Personal Communication Skills

3.

Developing Team Skills and Positive Working Relationships

4.

Health, Safety and Security in the Workplace

This qualification has been developed to recognise candidates’ knowledge and skills, therefore
the learning outcomes are expressed in terms of how the candidate is expected to demonstrate
this knowledge as well as exhibit the necessary skills.
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Qualification Delivery and Support
Centres should adopt a delivery approach that supports both the vocationally-related nature of
the qualification and the particular group of candidates. The qualification syllabus contains both
knowledge and practical learning outcomes so delivery should ensure appropriate association
between them and the application of knowledge to practice.
EDI makes no specific requirements for the way in which learning programmes should be
developed or delivered. However, as the qualification is also aimed at developing skills,
learning programmes must be highly candidate-participative; one where the tutor acts as a
mentor and facilitator to candidates as they progress through the course. Learning
programmes should make use a variety of methods and approaches such as role plays, case
studies, practical tasks/assignments, visiting speakers, research, presentations, review and
self-evaluation, discussions etc. The review and self-evaluation process should be central to
learning and assessment; learners should be encouraged to prepare and plan for experiences,
reflect on their experience, self-assess their performance and evaluate and identify learning
points for future experiences. Discussions should draw on learner experiences from everyday
life; eg learners’ experiences at school, college, work, home, with friends, strangers, authority
figures etc.
Learning programmes should be planned and delivered in a way which enhances the
vocationally-related nature of the qualification. This can be done by involving local employers
in the delivery or assessment (eg conducting mock interviews), using non-confidential
documents from nearby businesses or from learners’ workplaces, collecting job advertisements
from the local newspaper etc.
Section B of this pack provides guidance and teaching and learning materials to support
centres/tutors in designing and delivering learning programmes. Guidance is given on the
content to be covered in the course as well as suggestions on presenting the topics.
Suggested tasks and activities for each topic are provided in Section C. The materials
included can be used at the discretion of the centre/tutor and should be adapted and
contextualised to suit the different needs and sector specialism of learners. Additionally,
practical activities should be contextualised to enable learning to be directly related to the area
of employment where the skills will be put into practice.

Duration of learning programmes
EDI provides suggested guided learning hours in the syllabus for this qualification. The guided
learning hours are only recommendations. The actual number of hours a candidate will need to
spend on a learning programme will depend on a variety of factors including previous
knowledge and learning style.
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Delivering the Assessments
The qualification is assessed by a combination of a practical assessment and a multiple-choice
test.

Practical assessment
The Practical Assessment component consists of eleven tasks covering the syllabus topics and
is graded Pass or Fail based on the achievement of stated criteria. The stated assessment
criteria are outlined later in this pack on page 11. The Practical Assessment is internally
marked and externally moderated by EDI.
Practical assessment task briefs are supplied by EDI in the form of the Practical Assessment
Candidate Book, which is available for download from the qualification page on LCCI IQ
website, www.lcci.org; centres will need to first login to access the document. These task briefs
will enable candidates to produce sufficient work to meet the stated assessment criteria.
Candidates do not need to be registered with EDI to start the practical assessment tasks.

Administering the practical assessment
At the beginning of the learning programme the centre should print a copy of the Practical
Assessment Candidate Book for each candidate. Tutors should explain to candidates that the
completion of the tasks is ‘individual’ to each of them and that the work submitted must be their
own independent work, which they will have to confirm by signing the declaration form in the
Book.
Candidates should complete the tasks as they progress through the programme; tasks should
not be left until the end of the learning programme. In order to help candidates manage the
completion of the tasks, tutors should provide guidance on how long they should spend on
each task. The tutor must supervise task completion; this means that sufficient work must take
place in the training environment and under direct supervision to allow the tutor to authenticate
each candidate work with confidence. Where appropriate, candidates can work in groups and
should have access to a range of resources, to allow them to sufficiently complete the tasks.
Throughout the completion of the Practical Assessment, tutors can provide guidance and
support to candidates. Guidance and support can be in the form of templates eg CV template,
checklists, writing formats eg letter styles/format etc. Tutors may also mark and provide
feedback on draft versions of candidates’ tasks.
Once candidates have submitted final version of their tasks, the tutor should then assess them
using the assessment criteria outlined on page 11 of this pack. A Practical Assessment
Evidence Checklist should be completed for each candidate; a copy of the check list is in
Appendix 1 as well as in the Practical Assessment Candidate Book. All candidates’ grades
should then be transferred to the Invigilator Declaration and Attendance Report in the ‘Grade’
column (sample in Appendix 2) before the Report is sent to EDI. This Report is available from
the online registration system, CAMPUS once candidates have been registered for the multiplechoice test. If your centre does not have access to the CAMPUS online system, please contact
your regional LCCI IQ office or EDI for access or for a copy of this Report. This Report should
be signed by candidates and tutors and submitted to EDI, along with the required sample of
candidates’ marked assessment tasks for moderation. These should be submitted at the same
time the test materials are returned. EDI will then moderate the sample and provide feedback
to the centre.
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Please see page 9 for more information on the return of answer sheets and the sample of
marked candidates’ tasks.

Multiple-choice test
The test, which is paper-based, comprises of 25 multiple-choice questions covering all four
syllabus topics areas. The duration of the test is 1 hour and it is graded Pass or Fail.
EDI has policies and detailed procedures to ensure that all its objective tests are fair and of a
consistent standard. The content of each test is strictly controlled by a ‘test specification’ to
ensure that each test covers the same topics with the same degree of emphasis. Each test is,
therefore, broadly comparable in terms of content and difficulty.

Preparing candidates for the test
The best preparation for candidates taking the tests is to ensure that all of the topics in the
syllabus and the related learning outcomes have been covered in your teaching and learning
programme. In this way candidates will be appropriately prepared for the test and will have
covered all of the knowledge and understanding that will be on the test. Additionally, it will be
helpful to candidates to have the opportunity to see what a test will look like. To enable this, we
have provided practice test questions, which may be found in Appendix 3 of this pack.
Effective use of this tutor pack will ensure that candidates cover the required topics and
specified learning outcomes.

Administering the test
Candidates must be registered with EDI before they can sit the multiple-choice test. The test is
administered in the same way as a regular examination. All multiple-choice tests must be
carried out in accordance with the EDI Rules for the Conduct of External Assessment –
Multiple-Choice Tests which are sent to registered Examination Centres or available from EDI
Enquiries Team on +44 (0)9707 202 909 or by email to enquiries@ediplc.com.
Candidates must be seated in a room or hall that is set out for an examination. Training
providers who do not have a suitable room must ensure that candidates can go to a location
where appropriate facilities exist. Candidates must be seated sufficiently far apart from each
other to prevent collusion and should be seated in good time before the tests to ensure that
everyone can complete the candidate details on the Candidate Answer Sheet. We recommend
that candidates should be seated 20 minutes before the start of the test. There must also be a
clock in the room so each candidate can clearly see how much time remains.
Before the test begins every candidate must complete the Centre/Candidate Details on the
Candidate Answer Sheet:
1.

CENTRE NAME: This is the name of the Centre registered by EDI as an LCCI IQ
examination centre. This should be written in block capitals.

2.

CANDIDATE NAME: The candidate’s name as was given to EDI at the time of
registration. A space must be left between each name and/or initial. It should be written
in block capitals.

3.

SERIES: Always enter OD in this box.
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4.

EXAM NUMBER: This is a 5 digit number printed in the upper left hand corner of the front
cover of the question paper, following the letters ASE. It is essential that this number is
recorded correctly on the Candidate Answer Sheet.

5.

FAMILY NAME: Candidates must record the first 5 letters of their family name in the
spaces provided, starting at column 1. The symbols on the first 7 rows are used to
enable foreign language symbols, such as accents, to be recorded. It is essential that
this information is recorded correctly on the Candidate Answer Sheet.

6.

CENTRE CODE: This is the code given to the Examination Centre at the time of
registration.

7.

LOCAL CANDIDATE NUMBER: This is a number that is unique to the candidate taking
the test. This number is allocated to each candidate at the time of registration. This
number is used to identify candidates. It is essential that this information is recorded
correctly on the candidate answer sheet.

Each candidate’s answers are marked on the reverse side of the Candidate Answer Sheet.
There is space for recording up to 100 answers. However, the tests for the Level 2 Certificate
in Employability Skills only have 25 questions. Candidates complete 1-20 in Column 1 of the
Candidate Answer Sheet, and 21-25 in Column 2.
The person supervising the test should actively check that all candidates have correctly
completed their details on the Candidate Answer Sheet and that they are marking their
responses in the correct way. Candidates must not mark the Candidate Answer Sheet other
than in the places shown. The person supervising the test must not give any assistance or
indications to candidates in regard to answers to the questions.
Candidates are strongly recommended to take time to read each question carefully before
selecting their answers. The time allowance for each test is given to enable careful reading.
Candidates who are unsure of an answer should leave the question and then return to it later –
taking care to ensure that they do not leave any questions unanswered at the end of the test.
At the end of the test, the supervisor is responsible for ensuring that candidate details and test
details have been correctly entered on all the Candidate Answer Sheets. The supervisor is
then responsible for ensuring that all the test materials are collected.
All test materials must be kept in a secure place at all times.
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Returning Assessment Materials
After both assessments have been completed by candidates, all multiple-choice test materials
and the sample of candidates’ marked Practical Assessment for moderation must be returned
to EDI. The sample for the Practical Assessment should be 10% of the total candidates in an
order of more then 50. If the order is less than 50 candidates, then 5 candidates work should
be sent for moderation.
Practical Assessment grades for candidates who have not been registered for the
multiple-choice test should not be submitted.
The following are to be returned to EDI:
1.

2.

For the Multiple-Choice test:


Candidate Answer Sheets



All copies of question papers



Completed Invigilator Declaration and Attendance Report

For the Practical Assessment:


Completed Invigilator Declaration and Attendance Report (with candidates’ grades)



Required number of candidates’ marked assessment moderation sample

These must be sent to:
Service Delivery - Certification
Education Development International plc
International House
Siskin Parkway East
Middlemarch Business Park
Coventry CV3 4PE
United Kingdom
All materials must be sent by a secure method of delivery.
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Registration Procedures
Centre registration
To offer this qualification, you must be an LCCI IQ registered examination centre. To register
as an examination centre, please complete the Centre Approval International form which can
be found on the LCCI IQ website, http://www.lcci.org.uk/lcci-becomeacentre.asp.
Alternatively, please contact our Centre Support Team on +44(0)8700 818 008 or via email:
centresupport@ediplc.com.

Candidate registration
This qualification is offered ‘On Demand’ only.
Candidates do not need to be registered for the qualification before they complete the
Practical Assessment but MUST be registered at least four (4) weeks before the intended
date of the Multiple-Choice Test.
Candidate registration should be done via the online registration system, CAMPUS. If your
centre doesn’t have access to the CAMPUS online system, please contact your regional LCCI
IQ office or EDI to register candidates. When registering candidates, centres will be required to
give a date for the Practical Assessment along with the multiple-choice test date; the date
selected for the multiple-choice test should also be given as the date for the Practical
Assessment.
The qualification code for registration is ASE20010.

Re-sits
An unsuccessful candidate may re-sit either of the assessments provided that he/she is reregistered to do so. Re-sits are charged at the regular price of the qualification.
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Assessment Criteria for Practical Assessment
In order to pass the Practical Assessment, the candidate must show that they have met the
level of achievement outlined in the Assessment Criteria. The Practical Assessment is graded
Pass or Fail. If the candidate fails to meet any of the assessment criteria outlined below then
they have failed the assessment.

Syllabus topic

To achieve a pass, the candidate must show that they can:

Personal
Effectiveness
and success at
work

1.

2.

3.

1.
Developing
Personal
Communications
2.
Skills
3.
4.

5.

Developing team
skills and
positive working
relationships

1.
2.
3.

Health, Safety
and Security in
the workplace

1.

2.

Prepare a realistic Personal Action Plan and provide reasonable
explanations to show how it will help their personal and professional
development.
Objectively review own positive work-related behaviours and
attitudes and identify reasonable areas for improvement as well as
ways of improving.
Describe appropriate methods of dealing with personal feelings and
stress at work and review own experiences to identify areas for
improvement.

Use appropriate personal communications skills/ techniques in faceto-face or telephone communications and evaluate feedback to
identify reasonable areas for improvements.
Prepare appropriate written communications (by way of the Covering
letter in 4 below).
Plan and prepare a presentation appropriately.
Prepare a suitable CV and Covering Letter to respond to an
appropriate job advertisement, and evaluate feedback to identify
reasonable improvements for the future.
Describe acceptable techniques to be used in an interview and
explain how they would help in the interview process.

Describe and evaluate the contributions made as a member of a
team.
Use an accepted technique to give feedback and review comments
to evaluate the effectiveness of the technique and feedback style.
Use appropriate examples to describe ways of dealing with
challenging situations and explain how positive conflict resolution
benefits individuals and the organisation.

Accurately describe Health and Safety at work regulations which are
relevant to your work environment and explain how these will
contribute to a safer work environment.
Prepare a Risk Assessment with appropriate explanations of the risk
evaluation and methods to minimise risks.
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Guidelines for Assessing the Practical Assessment
Each candidate is required to complete all the tasks within the Practical Assessment to
demonstrate that they have met the assessment criteria outlined on page 11. Tutors should
download the Practical Assessment Candidate Book, which contains the task briefs, print and
give a copy to each candidate at the start of the programme. The Practical Assessment tasks
have been designed to enable candidates to produce work that directly relates to the stated
Assessment Criteria. Candidates need to complete all tasks as described to pass the Practical
Assessment. Tutors’ Notes to the Practical Assessment Task can be found in Appendix 4. It is
important that you read these notes before candidates begin their Practical Assessment tasks.
Candidates must fill out page (i) of the Practical Assessment Candidate Book with their
candidates’ details and place the booklet into a suitable light weight binder or folder. Spaces
are provided within the Candidate Book for candidates to write their responses to the tasks –
only the tasks for writing the CV and Covering Letter are not provided for in the Candidate
Book. The CV and Covering Letter should be word processed, where possible, and included in
the folder/binder.
As the Practical Assessment tasks are ‘individual’ to candidates, tutors will need to spend time
with each candidate to discuss his/her individual assessment.
Tutors must be satisfied that candidates have achieved the assessment criteria before work is
signed off and sent for moderation. Candidates and tutors must sign the Authenticity
Statement, which is at the front of the Practical Assessment Candidate Booklet. The Practical
Assessment Evidence Checklist in the Candidate Book should be completed by the tutor to
indicate the achievement of each criterion and to give comments on the candidates’ work.
Tutors must write the grades for all candidates in the ‘Grade’ column of the Invigilator
Declaration and Attendance Report before the Report is sent to EDI. An example of how
this should be done is shown in Appendix 2.
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SECTION B
Tutor Guidance and Support

12

NOTE TO TUTORS
In delivering the LCCI Level 2 Employability Skills qualification it is
important that you see your role as one of a trainer, mentor and facilitator;
not one where you just pass on information to the learners but where you
empower them to achieve all they can.
Training people to develop the employability skills, attitudes and
behaviours requires a different approach to teaching – it requires you to
take the learners through a personal journey that builds and develops
their confidence, self esteem, interpersonal skills and promotes their
personal growth and development.
To effectively deliver the programme it is important that you have the right competencies (eg
skills in coaching, mentoring, giving constructive feedback etc.) and personal skills, such as
motivation, resilience, persuasiveness, creativity, innovation, leadership, communication etc.
This means that you should be aware of your own personal strengths and weaknesses, review
these regularly and take steps over time to develop and strengthen competencies and skills
where necessary.
As a trainer you need to model the professional and personal behaviour, attitudes, and
interpersonal skills and dress that you are expecting learners to adopt. This is important as it
helps to transfer to learners the importance of demonstrating these attitudes and behaviours in
the workplace as well as the importance of personal presentation and first impressions.
The state of the learning environment is also important. You should strive to make the training
area motivating. Where a specific room is used for the course you could, over the duration of
the course, design a display area showing: posters which reflect work in the sectors relevant to
candidates specialism, a copy of the Group Contract, motivational posters (free ones are
available at www.businessballs.com), charts with information on legislations and regulations
relating to work, charts showing achievement of workers, photographs of activities done in the
course etc.
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INTRODUCING EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS
Tutors should use the first meeting with learners to introduce them to the qualification and
course delivery. Tutors should explain to learners:
 The relevance and importance of Employability Skills
 What they should expect to gain from the course; including the content to be covered
 The kind of learning and teaching approaches which will be used
 What will be expected of them while on the course
In discussing the importance and relevance of employability skills, tutors could bring clippings
from newspapers or any other printed media, information from websites or videos/DVD with
footage that highlight the value employers place on these skills and the concern for the skillsgap in this area. Tutors should explain that employees with these skills are in demand and are
considered valuable human capital assets to companies. National and international
organisations, both public and private, that have invested time and money into the development
of these skills can be mentioned to emphasise the commitment to the development of
Employability Skills.
As a part of the discussion on teaching and learning approaches, tutors should emphasise the
importance of the review and self-evaluation process which is required throughout the course.
This is an important element of the course delivery and learning and helps to promote a
positive attitude to learning as well as helping the learners to develop their employability skills.
It would be worthwhile at this point to negotiate and agree with learners a Group Contract
covering their own responsibilities, responsibilities to other learners and responsibilities within
the learning environment itself. Issues to be agreed could include completing work on time,
attendance, appropriate dress, co-operation and teamwork, taking account of feedback,
following rules/procedures, penalties for breach, reward for exceptional work, tutor’s
commitment and responsibilities to learners etc. This contract should then be typed and a copy
given to each learner for them to sign and date. Tutors should explain to learners the
relevance of having the Group Contract and how it reflects workplace practice; e.g. employees
often sign an employment contract that outlines their accountability and responsibility in the
work environment. Throughout the course the tutor should enforce the contract and apply
penalties and rewards where appropriate.
Once the course has been introduced, the tutor could then get learners to brainstorm about
‘what are employability skills’. Learners should be encouraged to discuss this within small
groups and write down their ideas. When learners have had enough time to discuss and make
notes within their groups the tutor should then help the whole class to combine and discuss the
ideas from each group as well as clarify points where necessary.
After this brainstorming activity learners should then complete a self-evaluation of their existing
employability skills by using the Employability Skills Wheel on page 36 of the pack. The tutor
should explain to the learners that this assessment is personal to them and should be based on
how they feel about their capabilities.
This initial self-evaluation will help learners to identify and agree specific areas or skills that
they will need to focus on developing throughout the course. Learners should be encouraged
to keep this initial evaluation to compare with their evaluation at the end of the course.
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Please note that websites referred to in the Guidance and Support section are in the public
domain and their addresses are provided by EDI for information only. EDI does not claim any
responsibility for the content. Additionally, tutors must ensure that website content is suitable
for their learners before directing them to it. All website addresses included in this Support
Pack are correct at the qualification’s effective date but may subsequently change.

Useful website links
Tutors may find the useful information and resources on the following websites:


www.eiconsortium.org
Information relating to Emotional Intelligence



wwwbusinessballs.com
Business advice, techniques and ideas for practical exercises



www.psychtests.com
Psychometric tests relating to all aspects of behaviour. Abridged versions are free to
download.



www.eoc.org.uk
Information and advice relating to Equal Opportunities



www.hse.gov.uk
Information and advice relating to Health and Safety



www.nextsteps.org
Information on employment, career development and job finding



www.bbc.co.uk
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TOPIC 1 - Personal Effectiveness and Success at Work
Managing own role
Tutors could begin the topic by explaining to learners what it means to be able to ‘manage their
own work role’ and how time management can play a significant role in them doing this.
Learners should then assess their own time management skills using the ‘How well do I
manage my time’ assessment sheet and identify areas where they feel they need to improve.
Time management techniques such as writing “To Do Lists”, keeping diaries and wall planners,
writing weekly or daily objectives, prioritising etc should then be discussed. Group discussions
should be encouraged to identify common types of interruptions an employee could encounter,
how interruptions make them feel and how difficulties in time management can be overcome,
such as asking for help from others e.g. colleagues, line manager etc.
Learners should brainstorm work-related problems that may negatively impact on their ability to
effectively manage their work role; problems such as lack of resources, insufficient
instructions/directions, overwork, uncooperative colleagues, poor relationship with manager,
excessive travelling etc. Ways of resolving each of these should be discussed and aspects of
the discussion can be related to other topics such as ‘Building positive working relationships’
and ‘Managing stress at work’.
Learners should understand the importance of knowing the limits of their own authority within
the work role and be very clear about the possible consequences of exceeding this limit. The
tutor should then look at ways of identifying one’s level of authority such as using the job
description, organisational chart, discussing role with line managers etc. Learners should also
look at how they need to communicate information when referring problems outside of their
authority and the need to do this promptly and accurately.

Suggested Activities
 ‘How well do I manage my time’?
 Mo’s Day – Scenario and group activity
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Ensure effectiveness in the job role
Learners should be introduced to the importance of personal development and how it
contributes to their success at work. Learners could be asked in pairs to discuss where they
would like to be in five years time, whether they have the necessary skills to get there and what
they would need change to meet this target. From this, learners should then be led into
exploring their strengths and weaknesses relative to where they are now and where they would
like to be. To help in assessing their strengths and weaknesses, learners could use a person
specification for a job role that matches what they would like to be doing in five years time.
Tutors could help learners by giving them tips on how to identify their own strengths and
weaknesses, for example: feedback from staff appraisals, informal reviews, colleague and
management feedback as well as self-assessment (eg the employability skills self assessment
done in the introduction). They should then write these on the Strength and Weakness sheet
provided. Candidates need to understand that regular review of their performance at work is
important if they expect to make improvements and develop their skills.
Now that learners have identified their strengths and weaknesses, they need to take steps to
overcome their weaknesses and improve on their strengths to achieve their target. Tutors
should now explain the importance of setting goals and objectives and should discuss how to
set SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, Timed) objectives, using examples
relevant to weaknesses learners may have identified. Learners should be given the
opportunity to write long term and medium term SMART objectives for their career progression.
The tutor should review these and provide feedback.
The topic on objective setting should then be linked to learning styles and an explanation given
as to why identifying own learning style is important. The tutor should discuss the VAK learning
styles (Visual, Auditory and Kinaesthetic), making it clear that there is no one ‘best’ or ‘right’
style. Learners could contribute about which learning style they prefer and use more often and
could then complete the Learning Style Assessment questionnaire, available freely online at
http://www.businessballs.com/freematerialsinword/vaklearningstylesquestionnaireselftest.doc.
Learners should then be given a copy of the Personal Action Plan template. Tutors should use
the ‘Writing a Personal Action Plan - Flow Chart’ to discuss with them the process of writing
one and why it is important to prepare one and review it over time. Learners should then be
directed to look at the tasks completed previously on this topic to see how they can use the
information to complete their Action Plan. For example, learners should use the SMART
objectives and the feedback from the learning style assessment to help them to decide the best
way to develop the knowledge and skills to achieve their goals.
Tutors should provide guidance in them doing this and could get them to start their Practical
Assessment task on Personal Action Plan.

Suggested Activities
 Strengths and weaknesses Sheet
 Writing a Personal Action Plan - Flow Chart
 Learning Style Assessment – online test
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Demonstrate work related personal behaviours that contributes to the success at work
Where possible and appropriate, tutors should organise a visit to a local place of work to give
learners the opportunity to observe attitudes and behaviours within the actual work environment
and interview employees and employer. This experience should then be integrated into the
lesson and if appropriately planned could also be used for lessons on other topics, eg team
working, building positive working relationship. Videos of employees within a work environment
can also be used.
Alternatively, learners could work in groups to reflect on their experiences or experiences of
others in the work environment and write down on the activity sheet the personal behaviours
and attitudes that they think are acceptable and helpful at work (eg punctuality, being prepared,
appropriate appearance/dress, positive attitude, willingness to learn satisfactory attendance,
honesty, integrity, reliability etc.) The tutor should explain each and discuss their importance in
the work environment, asking for examples from learners.
Tutors should also get learners to also think about unhelpful behaviours and attitudes, and
discuss how they can negatively impact on career progression as well as organisational
effectiveness. Tutors could use examples of unhelpful behaviours exhibited by learners
(without using names) in the course so far and show how these affected course delivery and
progression. Learners can then relate the effects of these unhelpful behaviours and attitudes to
the work situation. The case study on Madeline’s Story could also be used here to discuss the
impact of unhelpful behaviours on others. Learners could be asked to voluntarily share which
helpful behaviour and attitude they would like to work on adopting and a discussion could then
be led on how this could be done.

Suggested activities
 Personal Behaviour and Attitudes – activity sheet
 Madeline’s story – scenario and questions
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Manage stress and personal feelings at work
Tutors should aim to keep discussions on this topic as simple as possible. The main focus
within this topic is centred on how people manage their thoughts and emotions when interacting
with others in a business environment. Tutors should start off by defining the term Emotional
Intelligence – a simple definition is ‘the ability to monitor one’s own and others’ feelings and
emotions, to discriminate among them, and use this information to guide one’s thinking and
actions’ (Mayer and Salovey). In discussing its importance for success at work, tutors need to
explain that people with good levels of emotional intelligence are more able to manage their
emotions, better able to understand other people’s emotions and communicate with them as
well as relate and influence them. This could be linked to the topics on ‘teamwork’ and ‘building
positive working relationships’.
Tutors will then need to explain and discuss each of the following Emotional Intelligence
competencies, giving relevant examples:
 Self-awareness – the ability to identify personal emotions and understand the impact
that they have on others; knows own mood, describes own feeling, knows what to do
about feelings etc.
 Self-management – the ability to manage your own emotions and positively direct your
behaviour in certain situations; control impulses, stays positive under pressure, flexible
 Social awareness – the ability to recognise the emotions of others around you and to
understand their thoughts even if they conflict with your own opinions; empathising with
others, wants to help others who are hurt or sad etc.
 Relationship management – the ability to manage the emotions of yourself and others
to create successful relationships; solving problems and conflicts with others, gets along
with others, works well in teams etc.
Learners should then individually work through the Emotional Intelligence Scenarios, given in
the resource section of this pack. Once learners have finished, tutors should discuss the
scenarios and the action options and identify, giving reasons, which option is considered the
most emotionally aware action. Tutors must be careful in their discussion of the options not to
inadvertently criticise learners for how they would have handled the situations. Answers are
available in Appendix 5.
Additionally, tutors could ask learners to complete an Emotional Intelligence test of an
appropriate length and language level – free tests can be found online by using a search
engine. In discussing the development of the abovementioned competences, the tutor should
focus on activities such as preparing Personal Action Plans, reflecting on experiences, selfassessment, practising new behaviour with the guidance of a mentor/coach, attending training
workshops etc.
In looking at managing personal feelings at work, learners can be asked to work in groups to
identify and write down on the sheet provided personal factors that could cause stress and
affect one’s performance and behaviour at work; eg family or health problems, financial worries,
change in family circumstances, housing problems, child care problems, separation or
bereavement etc. The tutor should explain how these personal problems could cause feelings
of anger, anxiety, lack of self control, irritability, tiredness, boredom etc in the work environment
and the importance of learners taking responsibility for their personal stress levels at work and
taking steps to manage it.
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Techniques for managing personal stress and feelings should be brainstormed and discussed;
these may include:
 Identifying what causes you stress - make a list of situations or events that usually make
you angry or upset. Write down how you have felt about these situations in the past
and how you handled each event. Review if you could have handled them better
 Ranking and prioritizing problems; taking one problem at a time
 Discussing problems and concerns with trusted friends
 Seeking professional help when appropriate, eg Employee Assistance Programme
 Asking for help and share responsibilities with family members, colleagues etc
 Getting involved in activities that helps relaxation, eg hobbies
 Maintaining a positive attitude, getting enough sleep and exercise regularly
 Always taking breaks at work
 Requesting time off work

Suggested activities
 Emotional Intelligence scenarios
 Emotional Intelligence online test
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TOPIC 2 - Developing Personal Communication Skills
As this topic provides a greater opportunity for learners to get involved in the course delivery
the use of role-plays is highly recommended. Role-plays should not be scripted but instead
learners should be given a brief from which they will improvise to develop their character and
the situation. However, role-plays should still be carefully organised: ie participants must be
clearly briefed on their role and given enough time to prepare; observers must be clear on what
they are providing feedback on; changes should made to the training environment to reflect the
setting of the role-play, eg changing the layout of desks/workstations to reflect a realistic
working environment, providing equipment (telephones, computers), simulate procedures for
health and safety etc.
It is important to make it clear that role-plays are being used for practising and developing
behavioural skills and not for judging acting skills. As role-plays are improvised, tutors must
manage sensitively learners’ comments and actions arising within these role-plays to ensure
that no one feels offended or discriminated against.
Role-plays in this topic could be organised so that learners can use them to gather evidence to
meet the assessment criteria for communications.

Develop verbal and written communication skills
The key areas that learners are expected to demonstrate under the topic of communication are:
 Verbal, non-verbal and written communication skills
 Listening and telephone skills and
 Presentation skills.
Tutors should begin by discussing with learners why good personal communications skills are
essential in the work place and then lead learners into making a list of guidelines for
communicating effectively at work. These guidelines may include:
 Think clearly about what you want to say before saying it and focus on the real
message; avoid using language the listener would not understand eg jargons
 Speak clearly and at a reasonable pace
 Listen attentively
 Demonstrate honesty and respect by being open
 Ask questions and invite questions
 Provide feedback to others and ask for feedback
 Be tolerant of others; acknowledge the other person’s perspectives and explain your
own
 Be aware of your tone, expression and receptiveness and reading the other person’s
body language
 Show empathy – put yourself in the other person’s shoes
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Tutors can then use this list to start the discussion on the various factors, other than the choice
of vocabulary, that impact on what we say. Learners need to understand that communication is
not just about what we say but the way we say it. They can then be introduced to the “lively”
subject of body language and non-verbal communications and the five main forms that are:
facial expression and eye gaze, gestures and postures, personal space and distance, voice
tone (pitch, speed, volume and inflection) and personal appearance. Learners need to
understand the importance of being able to read body language and non-verbal
communications and how this helps them to be more emotionally aware.
Tutors should then lead a discussion on each of the five forms and how they are used to
communicate different feelings, attitudes and emotions. While the discussion should focus on
the meaning of different body language and non-verbal signals as they are used within the
culture of the specific country, it is important for tutors to explain to learners that the meaning of
these can differ dramatically from culture to culture. Tutors could get learners involved in the
lesson delivery by asking them to demonstrate different facial expressions, gestures, postures
etc and explain what emotion, attitude or information these convey. Learners should then
complete the activity sheet on ‘Interpreting non-verbal communications and body language’
(suggested answers in Appendix 6). Once general feedback has been given on the activity
sheet, it would be useful to get learners involved in role-plays to practise the different forms of
body language and non-verbal signals discussed. Tutors can use their own role-play ideas or
they can modify and use the exercises at http://www-usr.rider.edu/~suler/bodylang.html.
Active listening, questioning techniques and telephone skills are the basis to the second part of
this topic. Tutors could introduce the topic of active listening by asking learners to complete the
“Listening Skills Test” on www.psychtests.com to assess how good of a listener they are. Once
learners have gone through the test, tutors can then ask them to reflect on the content of the
test and use this to draw out an explanation of ‘active listening’ as well as ways of improving
listening skills. Tips for improving active listening skills may include:
 Stop talking – listen to the other person without interrupting or changing the subject
 Maintain attention - show you are listening and are interested by making eye contact,
leaning slightly forward, nodding head slightly, giving facial expressions such as a smile,
laugh, maintaining open posture etc
 Ask questions – ask for as much detail the other person can provide; paraphrase what
the other person is saying to make sure you understand it and check for understanding
 Remove distractions
As questioning is essential to good listening skills, learners need to understand the different
types of questions: open, closed, leading and limiting. Learners can be given the ‘Types of
questions’ handout to read and complete the activity on their own. Group activities on the use
of open and closed questions are available at http://www.businessballs.com/.
Applying good listening techniques and questioning style can then be related to telephone
conversations. Learners need to understand the importance of representing their organisation
in a professional manner and should be aware of the importance of having good telephone
skills. Customers who receive an efficient and positive response on the telephone are likely to
bring in repeat business and develop long term working relationships.
In preparation for the lesson, learners should be given the handout on ‘Good Telephone Skills’
to read and could be asked to make calls to two local businesses to see how these telephone
skills are put into practice. Tutors should make it clear to learners that in making the calls they
should research the goods and services offered by the businesses so that they can make the
call as genuine prospective customers to give a true picture of how business calls are handled.
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During the lesson, key points from the handout and learners’ feedback on their calls can be
used as a basis for the discussion on telephone skills. Tutors could bring samples of telephone
scripts and message forms from local businesses for learners to look at. Issues should be
clarified where necessary, and role-plays on telephone skills should be used to get learners to
practice the techniques and skills discussed. Again, tutors can develop their own role-play
ideas or use ideas from http://www.eslpartyland.com/teachers/listening/roletelephone.htm.
Ideas may be modified to make the role-plays more businesslike and relevant to learners’
specialism and should give them the opportunity to take and relay messages. Learners can
then summarise their learning on the topic by completing the ‘Telephone skills – Do’s and
Don’ts’ activity sheet.
Written communication skills are an essential part of this topic and learners should be familiar
with the standard layout and presentation of formal letters, memos, emails, agendas and
minutes of meetings. Tutors could supply samples of these documents or ask learners to bring
them in and then use them to identify the key features of each document and discuss the
principles to follow in preparing them. Tutors should explain that while organisations will have
their own ‘corporate style’ the overall features are similar. Activities are given in the resource
section to help learners practise preparing different types of written communications. Tutors
can also provide further exercises contextualised to the sector that learners hope to work in or
are working in. Tips for writing letters, memos, reports and emails may be found at
http://esl.about.com/od/businessenglishwriting/Business_English_Writing_Skills_Resumes_Lett
ers_and_Documents.htm.
Within this unit, learners will need to demonstrate the ability to plan, prepare and deliver a
presentation. Presentation skills are widely used in the workplace to communicate ideas, new
procedures and often in staff recruitment. Tutors should take learners through the phases of
planning and delivering a presentation:
 Planning – what is the main topic, goals and aims, what resources are required ie,
videos, OHP’s or electronic (power point), who is the target audience, what is their
experience/knowledge, how many are there, how long do you have, is it formal or
informal.
 Prepare – research your information and prepare handouts, posters and video clips.
Write prompt cards or brief notes to refer to during the session, arrange the seating and
room layout to suit the tone of the presentation, decide what you will wear (a suit or
casual clothes).
 Deliver – Speak clearly, audibly, at the right speed and using appropriate language. Be
aware of body language and non- verbal communication signals, such as personal
appearance. Control questioning and interruptions. Deliver the presentation with an
introduction, middle and a conclusion. Provide visual aids and handouts to support
understanding.
 Review – formulate a post presentation questionnaire and ask each delegate to record
his or her feedback. Areas for development can then be targeted for improvement.
Tutors should encourage learners to practise these skills on a chosen subject, ensuring that the
subject matter is appropriate and not offensive to any members of the group. It is important
that learners get feedback (from group members or tutor) on their presentation skills so that
they can evaluate what when well, what needs improvement and how their own skills might
have improved from the practice. Learners could start planning the presentation for their
practical assignment.
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Suggested activities
 Interpreting non-verbal communications and body language – activity sheet
 Role-play – body language
 Listening Skills Test
 Types of questions
 Telephone Skills handout
 Telephone Skills – Do’s and Don’ts
 Role-play – telephone skills
 Written communication activities
 Gorilla Facts presentation skills activity
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Presenting personal information to a prospective employer
The second element of this topic covers the skills required to write a successful CV and
Covering Letter and demonstrate appropriate interview techniques. Tutors should emphasise
that the main purpose of a CV and covering letter is to attract the prospective employer, convey
the required information and ultimately secure an interview. During the recruitment process,
employers will receive multiple applications and are usually working under limited time
constraints. Decisions will be made on applicants by scan reading their CVs to identify key
words or attributes and badly written CVs will be discarded without giving the applicant the
benefit of doubt.
Tutors should explain the main areas of a CV and discuss with learners useful techniques in
preparing their CVs such as writing a catalogue of their experiences, using an appropriate
template, preparing a draft copy for review by a suitable person, checking for grammatical and
spelling errors etc. Learners should be given time to think and write down any formative and
notable experiences whether from school, college, leisure or sport clubs or work experience
that highlight key learning experiences and transferable skills. An important aspect of modern
CVs is a ‘Personal Profile’ which is a good way of summarising the candidates’ abilities and
experience. Suitable examples of good Personal Profiles can be given to learners to be used
as a discussion point on writing their own profiles. Tutors should highlight words and phrases
that are suitable for use in a personal profile and also key features of a personal profile such as
being specific, brief and truthful; written in the third person and with positive action words, etc.
Learners should now practise writing their own personal profile; they should be encouraged not
to just copy from others. Tutors could check them and provide feedback. A CV template could
be downloaded from
http://www.businessballs.com/freematerialsinword/free_cv_sample_template.doc or provided
from other sources to help learners in preparing their own CVs. Tutors should emphasise that
there is no one right way of preparing a CV and that the template can be modified to suit their
specific situation. Sample CVs can then be used to show different CV styles and to give
learners ideas for writing their own CVs. Sample covering letters should also be looked at and
learners should understand why a covering letter is needed and how it should be done to
complement the CV and match the job description and person specification. Features such as
structure, grammar, spelling and presentation should be discussed. Helpful information and
tips on writing CVs (Résumés) and Covering Letters can be found at
http://www.nextsteps.org/resume/index.html.
Interview techniques naturally follow on from CV writing. Tutors could obtain videos or DVD’s
of interview styles and discuss with the group how to prepare for an interview and the
techniques required. Key points such as researching the job, deciding on what to wear, body
language, possible interview questions, general attitude etc should be discussed. Helpful
information and tips on preparing and attending interviews can be found at
http://www.nextsteps.org/interview/index .html. Role-plays will be useful here to practice
interview techniques and tutors may want to record the interviews to play back to the
candidates for analysis.
Tutors should explain to the group that although interviews are scary, effective planning would
boost their confidence. If they are not successful the first time, there will always be more
opportunities and they should congratulate themselves on getting to the interview stage.
Learners could now complete the ‘Interview Techniques- Do’s and Don’ts’ activity to summarise
the lesson and could start looking at the interview task for the Practical Assessment. It would
be good to involve local employers in the mock interviews.
Suggested activities
 CV and covering letter templates
 Interview role plays
 Interview do’s and don’ts
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Topic 3 - Developing Team Skills and Positive Working Relationships
The delivery of this topic also provides a great opportunity for using role-plays and team
exercises. The advice given in the previous topic on the use of role-plays should be applied in
this topic. Useful information on various areas of this topic can be found at
http://www.nextsteps.org/keepjob/index.html.
Working as part of a team
Tutors should start by explaining to learners that employers are always looking for ‘team
players’ and so they will have to learn how to work co-operatively with others. Most
organisations have structured work teams and so it is important that learners understand how
teams operate and how to conduct themselves in a professional manner to promote effective
working relationships so that they can make a positive contribution.
In order to make positive contribution learners need to first understand the role of their team
and their own role and responsibilities within this team. This can be done be referring to the job
description, understanding the organisational structure and clarifying roles with the team leader
and team members. Tutors need to explain that understanding your own team role is as
important in social or informal teams as in formal work teams. Learners can then be asked to
share their experience of being a part of a team (sports, social, work, etc), their role within this
and how they contributed towards team effort.
Tutors should then deliver a mini presentation on the stages of team development (forming,
storming, norming and performing) and how they affect team cohesion; information can be
found at http://www.businessballs.com/tuckmanformingstormingnormingperforming.htm. Case
studies can be used here to highlight the way group dynamics change under different
circumstances such as the stage of formation, size of the team etc. Learners could be asked to
give examples of the team development stages in teams where they are/were members.
Support, co-operation and encouragement are all skills that candidates will need to
demonstrate in the workplace when working as part of a team. Tutors could encourage open
discussions where candidates can reflect upon past experiences to identify occasions when
they were supported and encouraged as part of a team. Negative experiences could also be
discussed and the group could identify areas on how these experiences could have been
improved. Various ways of providing support can then be listed. Learners can then complete
the ‘Teamwork’ activity in the resource section of the pack.
The discussion on team working can then be linked to decision making and problem solving.
Learners need to discuss what makes a decision a good one. Tutors can support this by
highlighting key points, such as fact-finding, intuition, consulting others (including experts),
accepting the possibility of failure, searching for solutions, calculating the risks, letting someone
else decide or putting the decision off altogether. It is also important for learners to be aware of
the implications of personal bias and how this may affect their decision-making ability. The
relationship between problem-solving skills and team working is best delivered through a team
exercise in which small teams are given a problem to solve or a challenge to complete. Part of
the exercise should address how the team attempted to solve the problem eg finding out all the
necessary information, discussing alternatives, agreeing solutions and so on. The exercise
should also provide the opportunity to reflect afterwards on how learners communicated with
each other, whether their communications were successful and how they contributed to the
outcomes of the problem solving activity. Tutors must ensure that that exercises are suitable
for the particular group of learners. Ideas for team building exercises can be found at
http://www.youthwork.com/activitiesinit.html or at
http://www.businessballs.com/teambuildinggames.htm. General information on team work and
team building can be found at http://www.businessballs.com/teambuilding.htm.
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Suggested activities
 Team work scenarios
 Team building exercises

Building positive working relationships
Learners will be able to build relationships more effectively if they understand how they can
learn from being a part of a relationship, which involves giving and receiving feedback.
Learners need to understand why feedback is important in building relationships. Teams can
only be effective if all team members are performing as they should; feedback helps us to
identify which areas of our work meets the required standard and which areas do not. Without
feedback we cannot identify areas for development and improvement. However, feedback
needs to be given in the right way; the person giving the feedback must ensure that they
display positive and polite behaviour and that they use the right language, tone of voice and
non-verbal communications. Feedback given in the wrong way can cause poor working
relationships.
Learners can be given the handout on ‘Giving and receiving feedback’ to read in preparation for
the lesson. In the lesson, tutors should explain that feedback can be positive or negative but
should always be constructive. Constructive feedback points out areas for development, how
and when to improve and what support will be given. This rarely makes us feel angry or upset
and is a useful motivational tool. However, non-constructive feedback can make us feel hurt,
upset and defensive without a clear idea of how to improve. The handout can then be used to
discuss the key learning points in giving and receiving feedback. Learners can then complete
the reflective activity on ‘Feedback’ and tutors should encourage them to share with the rest of
the group their responses to this activity. Learners can explore techniques for giving and
receiving feedback through role-play and by making links with other topics such as Developing
Personal communications Skills, where they have to provide feedback on other learners’
presentations.
A central aspect of building positive relationships in the workplace is to ensure that we do not
discriminate against those that we work with and that we support equality at all times. Unequal
treatment, prejudice and harassment discredit an organisation and are costly as it can lead to
prosecution. Tutors should identify the common forms of discrimination such as gender,
ethnicity, religious belief, age, disability and sexual orientation and discuss how people can
suffer victimisation or harassment because of prejudice. Discrimination may be:
 Direct – when an individual is treated unfairly because of race, gender, disability etc.
 Indirect – when an organisation enforces unfair rules that excludes certain groups.
 Victimisation – when an individual is treated unfairly as the direct result of making a
complaint of unfair discrimination.
 Harassment – when an individual is treated in a hostile, intimidating, offensive and
degrading way because of their ethnicity, gender, religion etc.
Learners can brainstorm to discuss how discrimination impacts on team behaviour and working
relationship and what employees and employers can do to minimise discrimination and support
equality in the workplace. Suggestions could include:
Employees
 Being sensitive to differences of other employees
 Contribute to a climate of acceptance, eg showing interest differences, appreciating
differences, encouraging a culture of inclusiveness
 Participate in multi-cultural activities
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Employers
 Develop an equal opportunity policy
 Consider flexible working and family friendly policies, career breaks, childcare
facilities, time off for religious holidays and observance
 Adjustments for people with disability
 Review recruitment, selection, promoting and training practices
Discrimination can be an emotive topic and therefore tutors should approach it in a sensitive
manner. General information and quiz/activity ideas on the topic can be found at
http://www.businessballs.com/freeteambuildingactivities.htm#diversity_quiz_game.

Suggested activities
 Giving and Receiving Feedback - Handout
 Feedback – Activity Sheet
 Diversity – quiz/activity

Responding to challenging situations in the workplace
The final aspect of this topic focuses on challenging situations and explores ways of developing
learners’ ability to address these and develop the skills to handle them. Tutors should explain
to learners that while at work they are likely to come across difficult situations that may require
them to behave in an assertive way. Some of these situations may even develop into conflict
and techniques for effective reconciliation will be required.
Tutors could start the session by discussing the three common types of behaviour:
 Assertive – confident and reasonable behaviour. Standing up for yourself and making
sure that your opinions and feelings are considered without being rude.


Passive – not expressing your feelings, needs, rights and opinions; over-consideration
for others’ feelings, needs, rights and opinions.

 Aggressive – expressing your own feelings, needs, rights and opinions with no respect
for other people’s feelings, needs, rights and opinions.
A link could now be made to the communications topic by asking learners to write down
phrases and non-verbal communication and body language signals that may be associated
with the different behaviours. Once learners have exhausted their thoughts, tutors should
discuss these, clarifying any phrases or signal that may have been identified incorrectly.
Learners could now be asked to comment on which of the three behaviours they feel they use
more often and which they would use if not being assertive. At this point learners can be given
the handout on ’10 Basic Rights of Assertive Behaviour’ to read and respond to the questions.
Once they have had time to consider the questions they could be asked to share with the rest
of the class which rights they have difficulty accepting and which they want to focus on putting
into practice. Tutors must be conscious that this may be a sensitive area for some learners.
The assertiveness techniques and methods (e.g. Broken Record Technique, DESC Scripting)
of putting these rights into practice should be explained by the tutor and role-plays should be
used to give learners the opportunity to put these techniques in to practice. Learners should
self-assess their performance and should also be given tutor feedback on these role-plays.
Information on assertiveness training can be found at
http://www.bbc.co.uk/dna/h2g2/A2998551.
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Tutors should encourage learners to behave assertively by explaining how assertive behaviour
helps in gaining the respect of others, increases self-confidence and improves image and
credibility, which results in less stress, feelings of guilt, anger and fear. Additionally, assertive
behaviour also benefits the organisation by developing more open communication and a more
confident and efficient workforce with the right attitude. On the other hand, passive and
aggressive behaviour may alienate them from the rest of the team, irritates others and could
possibly cause stress. A free (abridged version) of an assertiveness test is available at
www.psychtests.com.
The topic of assertive behaviour leads naturally into addressing the issue of confrontation and
conflict. Challenging situations that develop into areas of conflict are not uncommon in the
workplace, particularly if the views and opinions of staff are different. Learners can work in
groups to discuss their understanding of ‘conflict’ and why conflicts arise. Tutors should clarify
learners’ feedback and then briefly discuss how conflicts develop (suspicion, evidence,
attack/retreat/negotiate). Learners need to understand that conflict can be a positive
experience if handled correctly and difficulties reconciled; conflict can open up areas for
discussion, resolve problems and strengthen team spirits.
Learners need to learn how to anticipate conflict by understanding and interpreting body
language and how to handle and resolve conflict through assertive behaviour such as keeping
calm, listening to the problem, using open body language, offering and agreeing solutions and
being open about opinions. Additional ways of handling and resolving conflicts include:
 Articulate the causes of conflict / clarify the conflict
 Communicate on how to resolve
 Address the issues face-to-face
 Negotiate - consult with other person in order to reach a compromise or agreement.
Essentially, "giving" something in exchange for "getting" something you want in return
 Stick to the current issues; don’t be personal or drag in old issues
 Take time out if necessary
Tutors should also introduce the idea of ‘mediation’ (using an impartial third party who guides
the parties to a settlement on which they both agree) as a means of resolving conflict and
reinforce the notion that listening is key. Suitable role-play exercises will give learners the
opportunity to practise the techniques in handling and resolving conflicts. Learners can then
give feedback on their new understanding of conflict, how best to handle it and how they would
apply learning in the future. The Do’s and Don’ts activity sheet can be used in summarising the
lesson.
Tutors should emphasise the importance of reconciliation in maintaining effective working
relationships and explain how this creates a harmonious working environment. Learners can
be asked to brainstorm methods of reconciliation which should include mediation, negotiation,
arbitration, conciliation, counselling, therapy and reparation. Learners could be asked to share
with the group instances of when they have experienced reconciliation (again tutors should be
conscious of the sensitive nature of the topic). Case study materials can be used to provide
examples of the different methods of reconciliation.
Suggested activities
 Basic Rights of Assertiveness
 Assertiveness Statements
 Assertiveness Test
 Role-plays
 Handling Conflict – Do’s and Don’ts
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TOPIC 4 - Health, Safety and Security in the Workplace
Monitor and maintain a healthy workplace
This element of the topic provides the opportunity for learners to undertake independent
learning by using the internet or library to research different aspects of health and safety in the
workplace. Learners should be asked previous to the lesson to research the difference
between a ‘hazard’ and a ‘risk’ and how the practice of Risk Assessment helps in evaluating
and minimising the risk of hazards in the work place. They should also be asked to find out
about the Health and Safety at Work legislations and regulations that operate in their country,
as well as fire regulations and fire prevention and protection methods. It would be helpful if
tutors identify the specific legislations and regulations that learners should research, for
example, where these are present in the specific country, laws and regulations relating to:
 hazardous substance in the workplace
 performing work at height
 lifting and manual handling
 using computers and other display screen equipment
 noise
 electricity
 selecting and using work equipment
 fire and evacuation
Tutors can start the lesson by leading a discussion on the importance of health and safety in
the workplace and the necessity of identifying and minimising potential hazards. Individual
learners can then be asked to present different aspect of the topic from their research to the
class, including the difference between a ‘risk’ and a ‘hazard’. Tutors would need to clarify any
incorrect information or misconceptions where necessary. Learners should look at the common
machinery and equipment in an office environment and identify any potential hazards from
using these. Potential hazards could include:
 Electrical hazards – eg poorly earthed appliance/equipment that may cause electrical
shocks or fires
 Mechanical hazards – eg noise from equipment may cause hearing loss; office
equipment with heated parts may cause burns and scalds; machinery with sharp edges
may cause cuts
 Ergonomic hazards – eg computer workstations and VDUs can cause strains and
injuries
Other potential hazards, not specific to equipment and machinery, such as:
 slips and trips hazards – eg wet floors, trailing cords, uneven surfaces, worn/damaged
carpets or stairs etc
 chemical hazards – eg corrosive or carcinogen chemicals that may cause burns or other
serious illnesses
 manual handling – eg heavy objects lifted incorrectly can cause injury
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Learners must understand that they need to take responsibility for the health, safety and well
being of not only themselves at work but also those of colleagues and visitors, and as such
they need to be aware of the Health and Safety procedures of any organisation they work with.
The Health and Safety Policy of the training institution or a local organisation can be now used
to show learners how organisations apply health and safety legislation into their procedures to
ensure the health and safety of their staff and customers. Tutors should discuss the different
areas of the procedures with learners and explain that although workplace health and safety
policies and procedures vary slightly from business to business, the main principles and
regulations are essentially the same. Learners could now apply the health and safety policy
and procedures looked at to decide how they would react in the ‘Health and Safety Scenarios’
given in the resource section of the pack.
Tutors should now explain the role of a Risk Assessment and how it helps organisations to
evaluate the level of the risk and take actions to minimise these. Tutors could now use the
sample Risk Assessment to show what one looks like and to explain to learners how a Risk
Assessment is conducted. The following steps in conducting a Risk Assessment should be
explained:
1.

Identify any hazards – anything that may cause harm. Walk around your workplace and
look at what could likely cause harm; ask other employees/persons for their views

2.

Decide who might be harmed and how – look at who might be affected and how; eg
visitors and employees

3.

Assess the risks and take appropriate actions to remove them or reduce them as far as
possible – risks should be assessed as high, medium or low depending on what type of
harm or injury may arise (how severe it is), how often it may happen, the task being
carried out and what existing controls are already in place.

4.

Record the findings – note down steps to be taken

5.

Check the risks from time to time and take further steps if needed

Tutors should now allow candidates to present information from their research on the common
types of accidents and emergencies that may occur and the different types of fires and the
appropriate fire prevention and protection methods. Learners could share their experiences of
accidents and decide whether the accident could have been prevented and if it was reported.
Tutors should clarify and correct, where necessary, information given by learners. Fire
prevention and protection methods could include:
 understanding and applying legislation and regulations, eg having regular fire drills,
identifying fire exits and installing fire detection and suppression systems
 conducting fire risk assessments
 conducting regular fire inspections
 using fire doors
 installing appropriate fire extinguishers
Learners can complete the activity on the ‘Types of Fire Extinguishers’ to check their learning
on the types of fires.

Suggested activities
 Health and Safety scenarios
 Sample Risk Assessment
 Types of Fire Extinguishers
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Manage own role in the maintenance of security in the workplace
The second element within this topic relates to security awareness, identification of risks, limits
of authority and security procedures. Tutors should cover all aspects within this topic allowing
for differences in workplace risks and the country of origin. Discussion on the topic should
cover:
 Physical security – building access issues, visitor control, mail handling and access to
servers/routers.
 Personnel security – keeping employees safe, workplace violence, background
screening, at risk termination and terrorist threats.
 Information security – data protection; user logins and passwords.
Tutors could show the group the training organisation’s security policy and procedures or obtain
examples from local businesses. Group discussions could be encouraged to discuss security
awareness, how to protect themselves and others without taking unnecessary personal risks.
Learners need to understand the importance of taking responsibility for their own safety and
security such as securing personal belongings, following security procedures and reporting
suspicious behaviour.
Suggested activities
 Security protection activity
 Security questionnaire
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End of Programme
At the end of the course, tutors should ask learners to use the Employability Skills Wheel again
to evaluate their current employability skills. This current self-assessment should then be
compared to their initial self-assessment to evaluate how they have improved their skills over
the course.
Learners can also be asked to give feedback on the course; what they enjoyed, what they did
not like, what can be improved etc. It would be a good idea to get learners to write down their
feedback and then some of these can be put up in the display area of the training room.
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SECTION C
Learning Resources
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EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS WHEEL

How aware
am I of health
and safety
and security
issues?

How reliable
am I, can
people
depend on
me?

How well can
I plan and
organise my
work and
manage my
time?

How well can
I deal with
and resolve
conflicts?

How
motivated
am I to
work?

How
confident am
I about
working?

How well can
I give and
receive
constructive
feedback?

How do
I rate
myself?

How capable
am I in
managing my
personal
feelings?

How well can
I work with
and support
others in a
team?

How well can I
take
responsibility
for my own
development?

How well can
I speak or
write clearly?

How well can
I deal with
problems
and make
decisions?

Instructions: Look at each question in the balloons. Rate how strong you are at each by placing an X
on the string. The closer your X is to the balloon = the stronger you think you are at this; the further
away your X is from the balloon = the weaker you think you are at this.1

1

Adapted from the SFEU employability wheel at www.sfeu.ac.uk
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How well do I manage my time?
Instructions: Read each statement and then use the scoring system below to
give a score to each. Write your score in the space provided at the end of each
statement.
Statements can be applied to school, college, work or home.

Scoring system: 1 = Yes, 2 = Usually, 3 = Rarely, 4 = Almost never, 5 = Never or No

STATEMENTS

SCORE

1. I plan and schedule my time on a daily/weekly basis.
2. I write a list of objectives for each day/week.
3. I meet my deadlines without finishing in a panic.
4. I allow others to get involved.
5. I perform tasks based on how important they are.
6. I wear a watch and keep track of the time.
7. I firmly resist interruptions when working.
8. I ask for help if my workload gets too much.
9. I tend to know where to find things.
10. I assess my workload before accepting new tasks.
11. I will hand over tasks to others who are willing and capable.
12. I complete one task before moving to another.
13. I can find time for relaxation and family
14. I allow for delays in my plans.
TOTAL (the lower the score, the better your time management)
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This is Mo and he works for “Indigo Computer Solutions”. It is
Monday and he arrives for work at 8.30am and takes some time to
organise his work day before the office opens for trading at
9am. He identifies that the following jobs will need to be dealt
with:

•

A small pile of filing from the previous day.

•

Process the stationery order by 5.30pm.

•

3 customer complaints to reply to.

•

Email urgently a file requested by a colleague from another department.

•

Chase up 2 customer orders by 5.30pm.

•

Update the company database by Wednesday.

•

Type up the minutes from the last Manager’s Meeting by the end of the
week.

In addition to these tasks Mo is expected to answer any external telephone calls,
action any work requests from his Manager and attend his staff appraisal at 3pm.
During the day Mo also has to deal with an unexpected fire drill, which lasts for an
hour and a request for help by a new colleague who sits next to him.
Activity
In small teams, imagine that you are Mo and prioritise your day. Ensure that you
consider your deadlines and understand the effect that interruptions have on your
day. Which tasks are urgent and which ones can be left for the next day? Should
you seek help from anyone else? Who should you inform if you are unable to meet
your deadlines? Do you need to obtain authorisation from anyone before
completing any of your tasks?
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Think back on any appraisals, informal reviews, or professional feedback you might
have had from colleagues, line manager or your tutor and write down below any
strengths and weaknesses that you can identify from these discussions. You may
also write down strengths and weaknesses you have identified yourself.
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WRITING A PERSONAL ACTION PLAN
FLOW CHART

Where am I now?
Review

Review
What is my current situation?

What am I
good at?

What are my achievements?
What kind of experience do I have?

What do I need
to work on?

Where do I want to be?
Consider all factors, professional and personal, such as time,
support, finance, motivation and pending changes.

How can I get there?
Split target into

Short-Term
Objectives

Medium-Term
Objectives

Long-Term
Objectives

Getting there
What kind of learning do I need to undertake to achieve objectives
– what can help me along? What support and resources are
required? Are there any constraints – what could stop me?
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PERSONAL ACTION PLAN
NAME
DATE OF PLAN
My Long Term
Goal

Short/Medium Term
Goals to Achieving Long
Term Goal

Learner’s Signature

Actions Required
(what will I do to achieve short term
goals? What do I need to learn?)

________________________________

Who or What
can help me?

Constraints

Date __________________

Tutor’s / Manager’s Signature ________________________________ Date __________________
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Target date for
action

PERSONAL BEHAVIOURS AND ATTITUDES
What work-related personal behaviours and attitudes do you think an employer
would be looking for? Write down your ideas below and then discuss with your
group members why each of these is important in the workplace. Write on
the back of the sheet if you need more space. Your tutor will discuss these
with the class once you have finished.

Helpful personal behaviours
and attitudes

Why these are important

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Can you think of any personal behaviours and attitudes that may negatively affect work
performance? Try not to just write down the opposites of what you have above.

•
•
•
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MADELINE’S STORY

This is Madeline. She has recently started work for a small family run company in
her local town. Although she really needs this job, Madeline is always late for
work and some days she is even late back from her lunch break. Everyday she
invents a new excuse for being late and it does not look as though matters will
change. Madeline does not realise that in a small organisation everyone’s actions
have a significant impact on the effective running of the business.
Complete the chart below to show the overall effect of Madeline’s behaviour on
each person/group listed.

Manager

Team Members

Customers

Madeline
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EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
SCENARIOS
Read the following situations and decide how you would deal with each and why. You must
be honest and answer according to what you would really do and not what you think is
right. When you are finished you may discuss your responses with a class member to see
how you differ in how you would handle the situations.
At the end of the task your tutor will discuss the situations and the options. This will give
you the opportunity to assess whether or not you could better emotionally handle any of
the situations.

Situation 1
You are in the middle of a heated argument with your best friend. Although you have been
friends for many years and you really like her/him, you are so furious that you are about
to say something very nasty, something that you know will hurt him/her. How would you
deal with this situation?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Say that you are too angry now and agree a time later to continue the discussion
Say whatever is on your mind; s/he needs to know how you feel and just deal with it
Just walk away; you don’t want to hurt your friend
Give yourself a time out and continue after you've calmed down
Let the anger out as you can apologize later

Situation 2
You have been working with a group on a project, which is to be presented at your college
Open Day. On the day of the presentation you realize that the agreed presenter is
absent. All the other group members think it is best for you to do the presentation as
you know more about the whole project. You do know a lot about the project and don’t
mind doing presentations but you don’t have anything prepared. What do you do?
A. You get angry at the person who is absent for shunning their responsibility and
refuse to do the presentation.
B. You are nervous but think once you start talking you will be okay
C. Agree to do the presentation but worry about how well you will do
D. You think it is a bit sudden but you start to think and make brief notes for the
presentation
E. You freeze as you can’t even think where to start talking as you have nothing
prepared.
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Situation 3
You are on your way home with a group of your friends. Someone you don't know tries to
jump over a puddle but slips and falls into it, completely soaking his/her clothes and shoes.
Your first reaction is:
A.
B.
C.
D.

To laugh, but cover it up before she/he sees you.
To laugh openly, it looks really funny
To quickly rush over to help in whatever way possible
To feel badly for her/him, but do nothing as you don’t know him/her

Situation 4
You are at work when you overhear two of your co-workers talking about how insensitive
and selfish you can be. This has made you very upset. What would you do?
A. Walk away quickly so they don't see you—then spend the rest of day worrying
about how people see you.
B. Angrily confront them both for talking about you behind your back
C. Forget the whole thing. It's just two people wasting some time so there is no
reason to take it too personally.
D. Start gossiping about them.
E. Get feedback from people you trust to see if what your co-workers said is true

Situation 5
You are with a group of people trying to decide on where to go out to eat. A few options
are voiced, but when someone says "Pizza," everyone happily agrees. Except for you—you
don’t like pizza. What would you do:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Say nothing—let the majority vote rule and suffer through a pizza dinner
Tell them they are inconsiderate to decide on pizza
Say you'd rather not have pizza if they could come up with an alternative
Decide not to bother go out to eat

Situation 6
You had an argument with two of your friends about something they did at party on
Friday. It is now Monday morning and you all meet up at college. How would you go about
resolving the argument?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Act like everything is normal and hope your friends do the same
Bring up the issue, apologise and hope your friends do the same
Leave them alone until everyone has cooled down
Tell them exactly what it is about them as people that bothers you and ask them to
share the same information
E. Tell them exactly what they have done to bother you and ask them to share the
same information and then try to find a solution
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PERSONAL FACTORS THAT MAY AFFECT WORK BEHAVIOUR
It is important that we do not allow our personal problems and feelings to affect our behaviour while at work. Consider the
various personal factors that may affect our behaviour at work and complete the diagram with your ideas. Consider how you
could manage each of these to ensure that they do not affect your work life.
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INTERPRETING
NON-VERBAL COMMUNICATIONS & BODY LANGUAGE
When we are interpreting someone’s non-verbal communications and body language, we
look at the combination of the person’s facial expression and eye gaze, gestures and
postures, personal space and distance, and voice tone and use this to identify what the
person is saying and how they feel. We often do this without being aware that we are
doing it.
Look at the following emotions/attitudes /feelings below and write in each box the
combination of non-verbal and body language signals that someone could use to convey
these feelings/emotions/attitudes.

Bored

Nervous

Scared

Angry

Friendly

Aggressive

Threatened

Frustrated

Happy
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QUESTIONING TECHNIQUES
It is essential that you demonstrate effective questioning techniques when communicating
to get the information you need and to clarify your understanding of a subject before
making a decision. The 4 main types of questions, with examples, are given below – it is
important that you know the difference between them so you know how and when to use
each.

Closed Questions
These are used to obtain specific information like name, date of birth, marital status.
These questions can often be answered with a simple ‘Yes’ or ‘No’.

What is your address?
Did you go to the cinema last night?
Open Questions
These questions usually start with: Who, Why, Where, When What and How and they
allow people to express their views and feelings and give longer responses.

What did you like about the film you saw last night?
Limiting Questions

These questions include alternative answers that limit the person being questioned. These
are useful for questioning young children.

Which film did you see last night: The Last Lotto or Summer Vacation?
Leading Questions
These questions are more like statements and force the person being questioned to
respond in the way that you want them to.

You agree that the film was boring don’t you?

In which situation would you use these different questioning techniques?
ACTIVITY
It can sometimes be difficult for us to incorporate an open style of questioning
into our work life. To get some practice at asking open questions rephrase the
following closed questions to make them open.
1.

Did the meeting go well?

2. Was the conference informative?
3. Are there any plans for the next exhibition?
4. Do you know how the accident occurred>
5. Are you enjoying your new job?
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GOOD TELEPHONE SKILLS
COMMUNICATION SKILLS IN TELEPHONE CONVERSATIONS
There are three key communication skills that are important for every form of
communication but even more so for telephone communications. These skills
have all been discussed earlier in your course but needs to be looked at in terms of telephone
communications.
Listening
Listening is a critical communication skill that can make a difference in your ability to do
business on the telephone. In an average telephone conversation, you can expect to spend
about 50% of you time listening. Therefore, when listening in telephone conversations it is
important to:
1.

Listen for expression – as you are unable to see the speaker’s facial expressions, you
must pay special attention to their vocal and verbal expression.

2.

Notice what is not being said. Sometimes the unspoken message can be very important –
be aware if the person is being vague or hesitant.

3.

Stay involved in the conversation – it is easy to let your mind stray especially as you don’t
have eye contact and face-to-face presence to keep you interested.

4.

Keep an open mind during the conversation – don’t try to guess what the speaker will say
next. Control your own reactions if and when the conversation touches your emotions.

Questioning
Questioning is necessary to get the information you needed and to confirm information you
have received. It is important to use the right questioning technique in the right telephone
situation and to listen carefully to the answers to your current question before you start forming
your next question. It is easy for a question and answer call telephone call to seem like an
inquisition. If you get carried away asking questions, your listener will feel as though he/she is
being interrogated. It is best to acknowledge each answer before asking another. Timing of
questions is also important – don’t interrupt the conversational flow with a question out of
context.
Speaking
In business telephone calls, your speaking voice can be an asset or a liability; however you can
take steps to ensure that your voice becomes a business asset. When speaking on the
telephone, you should speak clearly, distinctly and pronounce words correctly; if speech is
indistinct or distorted this may confuse or annoy the listener. Make sure that the pitch, speed
and volume of your voice is at a moderate level. Inflection is also important – this is the change
in the pitch or tone of your voice. If your voice has no inflection you may sound bored or
uninterested, which is not the impression you want to make in a business telephone call.
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HANDLING INCOMING CALLS
Statistics show that many customers stop doing business with a company because of the way
they are treated on the phone. A pleasant telephone manner is not hard to achieve, even with
the most challenging customers. It requires following some basic guidelines on how to deal
with people politely, efficiently and professionally on the telephone. Some key guidelines are
given below.

1.

Answering the telephone & opening the call





Prepare to concentrate on the call and smile
Answer within 2 – 3 rings
Open the call using your organisation’s greeting procedures. The standard procedures are
usually:

Procedures
1. Greet the caller
2. State your organisation/department
3. Introduce yourself
4. Offer of help

Examples
Good morning/afternoon
Customer Services
Mark Forbes
How may I help you?

2.

During the call



Be aware of the language you are using – the words or phrases you use may send a
negative message to your caller eg instead of saying “You have to… You need to … Why
didn’t you?” say “Will you please … Would you please?” Similarly, “Your problem” or “Your
complaint” would sound better phrased as “Your question”, “Your concern” or “this
situation”. Avoid phrases like “I can’t do that” or “it is not my job”. Instead tell the caller
what you can do, eg “While I am not able to waive the fee, I will speak to my manager
about the situation”.



Do not eat, drink or chew gum while you are on the telephone



Stop talking, listen and avoid interrupting



Try to use the caller’s title and last name; never address an unfamiliar caller by his or her
first name. Avoid slang expressions such as honey, dear, guy, man etc.



Focus on the call; don’t doodle, tap or shuffle papers or get distracted by others



Put the caller at ease



Be patient and helpful – if the caller is upset, listen to what they have to say; never act rude
to a caller. Don’t allow the caller’s manner to distract you



Take notes if necessary



If you have to put the caller on hold always ask politely before you do so; check back
periodically (every 30-45 seconds) to see if they want to continue holding or prefer to called
back. Never abandon a caller on hold. Upon return, apologise for the wait.



If you are unable to deal with the query and you have to transfer the call to someone else,
tell the caller the reason you are transferring the call before you do so and ask if it OK.
Call the department or person where you are transferring the call to and make sure they
can take the call. If they can, give them the caller’s name, their request and any other
relevant information. Then return to the caller and give them the name of the person they
are being transferred to and their department.
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3.

Closing the call

Some people find it difficult to close a business telephone call. Some organisations may have
a standard closing statement. In general you should:


Talk in the part tense and use ‘closing’ phrases such as “I am glad you called” or “I am
glad we resolved this concern”.



State the action you will take



State any follow-up action, including deadlines



Thank them for calling and say “Good-bye” or any other appropriate term; don’t use slang
phrases such as “Okie-dokie”, “Alrighty then” etc.

TAKING MESSAGES
When taking messages, telephone message forms should be used if they are available. A
message form is an excellent guide for collecting the right information. You should make sure
you complete the form accurately - verify the information as you speak with the caller and
check the spelling of names and confirm the telephone number and extension. A good
telephone message includes:


Name of person for whom the message was left



Caller’s name, company or department, number



Date and time



Message – should be detailed enough to give your colleague sufficient information as to
what action they need to take. Try to estimate the importance or urgency of the call –
this will help your colleague to prioritize call backs and prepare intelligently for them



Action to be taken (eg “Please call”, “Will call back” or “Urgent”)

It is important to deliver the message as soon as possible to maintain confidentiality. Either turn
the message over or fold them in half so that they can’t be read by other staff or visitors.

MAKING OUTBOUND CALLS


Get ready to make the call – make sure you have the right number and plan ahead the
objectives you want to achieve



Identify yourself properly by providing your name and company name



Identify the information you need to obtain from the conversation by stating your
concerns up front



Anticipate questions or objections you may encounter to avoid making additional calls



Take notes during the call



Outline any follow-up action to the caller



Be careful not to leave confidential information in messages
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ACTIVITY
Can you think of better ways to say each of the following?
1.

Hang on!

2.

Who’s calling?

3.

I can’t hear you, speak up!

4.

I can’t help you. You will have to speak to someone else.

5.

She’s too busy to talk to you

6.

I hope this will solve your problem

7.

I don’t know why they put you through to me – I don’t deal with queries

8.

Didn’t Customer Service help you?

9.

Sorry you had to wait but it is not my fault

10. OK, will do
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TELEPHONE SKILLS – Do’s AND Don’ts
Think back on your lesson on answering and making business telephone calls. Without looking
back on any notes you might have made or your handout, complete the diagram of Do’s and
Don’ts.

Do’s

Don’ts
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Written Communication
1. Produce a Business Letter
You work for Abel Motors Ltd as a claims advisor. Your company
address is- Legion House, Alton Business Park, New Green,
Astonville, NG47 3DS. Write a letter to a customer requesting
the full details of his insurance claim in order to process his
payment. The customer’s name is Mr D. Sinclair of 158 Beach Road,
New Green, Astonville, NG28 5PN and his account reference is ABC 13954.
Remember – position both addresses correctly on the page, include the date and a
reference number, accurate details, your name and position and use the correct
ending.

2. Produce a Memo
You work as the Personal Assistant to the Director of
Sales. She has asked you to circulate a memo to all staff
within your department reminding them to complete all
expense claims accurately as the errors are creating
additional work for the accounts department.
Remember to include – who it is from, who it is to, the date, the subject, who
needs to be copied in on the memo and all relevant details.

3. Produce an Agenda
You provide admin support for the Personnel Manager within your
organisation and he has asked you to produce an agenda to include
the following:





 Name of meeting - August Personnel Review
Date and time of meeting – 25/6/07 at 10am
Points for discussion – Staff leavers, New Starts, Staff recruitment, staff

training, inspection feedback, annual performance tables and fleet management.
 Meeting will last 3 hours and tea, coffee and water will be provided.
Remember - try to prioritise the agenda items, list who you think will be invited,
include a heading of any other business (AOB) and include details of refreshments
if applicable.
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4. Emails
Martin has been asked by his Manager (Jon Oaks) to send the latest performance
figures to Mr Rufus the Director of Services.
Here is a copy of his e-mail.

What do you think of Martin’s e-mail?
Is the structure and style appropriate?
Is the greeting and ending appropriate for a Director?
What changes would you make?
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Presentation skills
Gorilla facts
Imagine that this is the topic of your presentation. In preparation, read through
the text, summarise the main points and write them down.

Amazing animal facts on the western lowland gorilla.

© ZSL - Daniel Sprawson

In the wild, they live in the lush tropical rain forest of six countries across
West and Central Africa.
Gorillas are the largest of all primates, with an adult male weighing between
350-600 pounds (157-273kg) and slightly smaller adult females weighing in
between 150-300 pounds (66-136kg). They have large canine teeth and
muscular arms but are actually very gentle and sociable animals.
They live in family groups that are led by a dominant male more commonly
known as a ‘silverback’ due to the large band of silver coloured hair that
covers his back. The silverback leads other members of his group, usually at
least one but often many adult females, and their offspring, through the
forest on their search for food and rest locations. He mediates conflicts
between group members, and is responsible for the safety of the group.
Occasionally they may meet other groups or solitary males that live alone in
the forest after leaving their own families and getting ready to start their
own.
The gorillas communicate to each other in a variety of ways. They grunt,
cough and hoot and like humans, communicate many things though facial
expressions and body postures. They also beat their chests with cupped hands
and can charge for a short distance on two legs, although normally walk on
four limbs – their feet and the knuckles of their hands.
Western lowland gorillas eat a lot of fruit and also leaves, shoots, stalks,
stems, vines and bark. Occasionally, they have been known to snack on
invertebrates such as termites. They wake up early in the morning after
spending the night in nests that they have built from the leaves and branches
around them from the trees or the ground. They spend the morning searching
for food, sometimes take a rest at midday, and continue to search for food
until dusk when they build new nests and sleep.
Western lowland gorillas have been estimated to live for between 30-35 years
in the wild while their average life span is 35-45 years in zoos, with the
record being 54 year
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Look at the interview techniques listed below and write each skill under the
correct column. Add any other that you may think of in the appropriate column.

Use concise and clear language
Give honest answers
Talk too much
Ask bad questions

Fidget

Make false claims

Ask questions

Exaggerate

Switch off mobile

Describe your skills

Avoid eye contact

Emphasise your weaknesses
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Be positive

Arrive on time

Team Work
Read through the following scenarios and discuss
with a group member how you would handle each situation
to achieve the team’s objectives.
1.
A colleague who sits next to you at work has been given an
important deadline to meet in the next hour and his telephone keeps
ringing. Your work is all up to date. What could you do to help him?

2.
A substantial order has just been placed with your organisation
and a team meeting has been arranged to agree a strategy. During the
meeting your Manager explains the new responsibilities and everyone in
the team seems reluctant to take on more work. What would you do?

3.
Your whole department is working towards completing an
important project and has almost finished but it is now time to go
home. What would you do to help the team?

4.
During a recent staff meeting your Manager complains that your
team is not working together effectively and work is suffering as a
consequence. What suggestions would you make to help build staff
relationships?
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FEEDBACK - HANDOUT
Feedback is not disapproval, criticism or a personal attack. Feedback is
a way of helping people to change their behaviour and keep on target to
achieve their goal. Honest feedback allows people to know where they
are and what steps they need to take to improve themselves. It also lets
people see things about themselves they would otherwise not recognise
and highlights their good performance and helps them to be motivated.
Feedback can be positive (supporting ‘good’ performance/behaviours) or negative (correcting
and improving ‘poor’ performance/behaviours) but it should always be constructive. It should
never be given as destructive criticism. Constructive feedback lets people know:
 What the standards are
 How they are doing compared to the standards
 What they need to change in order to meet the standards
 What support they can expect

Giving feedback
It is normally not difficult to give positive feedback to people who are doing well or to give
information that people want to hear. However, giving negative or critical feedback, or
information that people do not want to hear, can be much more difficult. Therefore, it is
important that feedback is given in a supportive and encouraging way, so that the recipient
does not feel constantly criticised, afraid and tense.
There are a number of guidelines toward giving feedback positively and effectively so that it can
be used constructively.

Positive Delivery of Feedback
 Supportive: given in a non-threatening and encouraging manner
 Direct: is clearly stated
 Sensitive: given with sensitivity to the needs of the other person
 Considerate: does not insult or demean
 Descriptive: focuses on behaviour that can be changed rather than personality
 Specific: specific about what the person did, not general advice
 Good timing: given as close to the event as possible and at an appropriate time
 Thoughtful: well considered rather then spontaneous


Helpful: is of value to the other person

 Offer a solution: suggest ways of resolving any problems
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Receiving feedback
How you react to feedback you are given is very important. If the feedback is constructive,
there is no need to get upset or defensive. You should respond positively to it and change your
behaviour accordingly - this shows that you are motivated and willing to learn, which are key to
personal and professional development.

Positive Ways of Receiving Feedback
 Open: listens without frequent interruptions or objections
 Responsive: willing to hear what is being said without turning the table
 Accepting: accepts the feedback without denial
 Respectful: recognises the value of what is being said and the speaker’s right to say it
 Engaging: interacts appropriately with the speaker, asking questions where necessary
 Active listening: listens carefully and tries to understand the meaning of the feedback
 Thoughtful: tries to understand the personal behaviour that has led to the feedback
 Interested: is genuinely interested in getting feedback
 Sincere: genuinely wants to make personal changes if appropriate

Feedback techniques
Giving constructive feedback is a skill that can be learned. There are many simple
straightforward techniques that can help us in giving constructive feedback that will lead to
positive change and improved relationships. Below are a couple of these techniques; the one
you use will depend on the circumstance.
1. The Feedback Sandwich
The basic recipe for a feedback sandwich consists of one specific criticism
"sandwiched" between two praises.
The Feedback Sandwich essentially follows 3 main steps:
1. (Top slice) - Start by pointing out 1 or 2 things that the person did well. This is the first
praise = positive feedback. The more specific you are, the greater the impact; for example;
"That was great" isn't as powerful as "Your questioning techniques were really thorough."
Starting with a positive comment reinforces what they are already doing well and makes
them more open to receive the suggested improvements.
2. (Sandwich filling) - Make suggestions using the words "and a suggestion to make that
even better next time is to..." The words 'even better' assume that you thought what the
individual was doing was already good. When making your suggestions, it's better to
focus on one thing at a time so that the recipient can channel all their attention on
implementing your suggestion. Suggestions should be in line with 'what you want them
to do differently' rather than 'what they were doing wrong'.
3. (Bottom slice) - Conclude with an overall praising comment. For example, "overall,
that was really good, well done!" This means that your feedback finishes on a 'high note'
and helps to motivate the individual to put into practice, that, which you have suggested.
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The Feedback Sandwich is particularly useful in a new working relationship, as it helps the
person giving feedback to earn the trust of the other person by giving feedback that does not
directly criticises but which enhances the receiver’ s success and builds relationship. This
technique is not appropriate to reprimand inappropriate behaviour, as you want the person to
fully appreciate the extent of your concerns.

2. BIFF
The BIFF technique is a more direct approach, which takes into consideration the impact of the
behaviour and how it makes others feel. It is slightly more forceful and is particularly useful
when you need to give feedback on something that did not go well.
B = Behaviour (what the person did)
I = Impact (the effect it has on you or someone else or the outcome)
F = Feelings (how you or others feel about it)
F = Future (what you want to happen from now one)
E.g. “ I noticed you were late 3 times last week (B) which meant that the rest of the team had

to cover your calls (I). Understandably, this generated feelings of resentment (F). In future I
want you to come in on time (F). “
An addition to this structure is to ask the recipient for their opinion of what you have said, eg
after the BIFF ask ‘ what do you think about that’ . You are likely to get an emotional reaction
- at this stage it is essential that you temporarily put your agenda to one side and listen and
empathise to manage their reaction.
Only once this has been done and they feel listened to, assuming you have heard nothing to
change your views, pick up your agenda again, and ask the last question - "So what is your
plan to...?"
A variation of the BIFF technique is BEEF:
B - Behaviour (what the person does or did)
E - Example (a specific instance)
E - Effect (the effect it had on you or someone else or on the outcome)
F - Future (what you want to happen from now on)

3. Other feedback techniques
The Self-Assessment technique suggests asking the recipient to:
 describe 3 aspects that you did well or feel natural to you.
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 describe 2 areas where you could 'raise the bar' to be even more accomplished.
It recommends getting the recipient’s view on their performance and encourages self analysis
before offering feedback.
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1. Think about an occasion when you were given praise for doing
something well?
2. Who gave you this feedback and how did it make you feel?
3. Now think of an occasion when you made a mistake?
4. Were you given negative feedback?
5. Was the feedback given in a destructive or constructive way?
6. How did this make you feel?

In groups, imagine that you are the Manager of a new employee who
keeps on making mistakes at work. This is causing friction within the
team. What feedback would you give him/her to highlight the problem
but ensure that his/her confidence is not destroyed?
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THE 10 BASIC RIGHTS
OF ASSERTIVE BEHAVIOUR
1. I have the right to act in a way that promotes my dignity and self-respect
as long as I do not violate the rights of others.
2. I have the right to be myself and have a separate identity.
3. I have the right to be treated with respect.
4. I have the right to say ‘No’ without feeling guilty.
5. I have the right to express my needs, opinions, thoughts and ideas.
6. I have the right to feel and express my feelings.
7. I have the right to make mistakes and be responsible for them.
8. I have the right to feel good about myself and my accomplishments.
9. I have the right to take the necessary time to calm down and think things
over.
10. I have the right to change my mind.
Adapted from the 'Bill of Assertive Rights' in When I Say No, I Feel Guilty – Manuel J Smith (1975)

Look at the Basic Rights of Assertive Behaviour above and consider the following:
1. Are there any of the rights that you find difficult to accept and live by? Why?
2. Have you applied any of the rights in the last week? If no, did you get the
opportunity to apply any of them?
3. If you applied any of these rights in the last week what was the impact on yourself
and others.
4. Which of the rights do you think is more important for you to focus on and why?

Remember, being assertive is a skill that you can learn. Remind yourself about the
rights of assertive behaviour and put them into practice with the help of
assertiveness techniques.
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ASSERTIVENESS
Read the statements below and decide whether they
are Assertive, Passive or Aggressive.

1. “Your comments about my appearance have made me feel upset
and I am asking you not make these comments again.”
2. “You are useless at filing!”
3. “I’m sorry, but would you mind not using my computer while I’m at
lunch, I could get into trouble.”
4. “You will have to work my shift tonight as I’ have plans to meet
my friends for dinner.”
5. “I don’t like when you shout at me and I would like you to lower
your voice please”
6. “I am a bit busy erm… erm but OK I can do the report; I will
just stay a bit later.”
What types of body language would typically be displayed with each
statement?
How you would change the Passive and Aggressive requests to become
more Assertive?
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MANAGING CONFLICT
Conflict can often be a positive experience if handled correctly. Think about the skills required to manage
these situations and then complete the diagram to identify correct and incorrect methods.

Do’s

Don’ts
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RISK ASSESSMENT
Location: International House, Coventry

Company name: ABC Ltd.
Hazard

Risk

Who is
affected

Existing Controls

Evaluation of
Risk

Further
control

Timescales

Action
by

Review
date

Manual handling of
Boxes on to shelves

Back injury

All staff

Staffed trained in
manual handling

High – boxes
too heavy

Immediately

John
Smith

7.11.08

Torn carpet on
stairs

Danger of
tripping

All staff and
visitors

N/A

High – stairs
used everyday

Use smaller
boxes
Use mechanical
lifting aid
Repair or replace
carpet

Immediately

Connor
Phipps

Lift breaking down

Persons trappe All staff and
in lift
visitors

None

High

Immediately

Adiel
Clarke

Risk Assessment completed by: Marjorie Appleby
Signature: Marjorie Appleby
Date: 10 September 2007
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Emergency
telephone
installed in lift.
Written
instructions
provided on how
to manually wind
lift to nearest
floor.

8.3.08

Use the Health and Safety procedures looked at in your lesson to decide how you
would react in each of the following situations. Afterwards discuss your answers
with your tutor.
You notice that a small fire has started in a waste paper bin in the
canteen. What would you do?

While returning to work after lunch, a colleague twists her ankle and
falls over. She is unable to stand up and is crying out in pain. What
would you do?

The fire alarm sounds at work and people in the office immediately
evacuates. On your way out you realise that you have forgotten your
personal belongings. Should you go back and collect them?

You have been asked to climb the racking in the warehouse to collect a small
item of stock that cannot be reached by ladder. Do you follow your
instructions?

You cut yourself on the jagged edge of the fax machine at work. You
decide not to tell anyone, as it is only a small cut. Is this good practice?

While passing the reception area you notice that a customer is having difficulty
breathing. When you approach him he collapses on the floor. What should
you immediately do?

The fire exit in your office is often blocked when the stationery order is
delivered. You raise the issue with your Manager but she does not seem to
think that it is a problem. What should you do?
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TYPES OF FIRE EXTINQUISHERS

There are various types of fire extinguishers available to help fight fires. It is
important for you to learn the differences between them and understand what
types of fires they can and cannot be used on.
Write down the types of fires that the following extinguishers can and cannot be
used on.
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Think about how the following areas could be protected from security
risks. Look at the ideas below, record you ideas and then discuss them
with the group.

1. Personal Money
2. Sensitive Data held on computer
3. Business Equipment
4. Staff and Visitors

Ideas
Store in a locked cupboard
Restrict access with passwords
Intercom access to building
Shred archived information
Request identification

Inform the Manager
Visitor passes
Catalogue items
Alert the police
Allocate lockers
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Read the following questions relating to security threats and record
your response. Discuss your thoughts with the group and check your
understanding with your tutor.
1. While walking through the reception area at work you notice an
unattended package. You ask around but nobody claims to own it.
What should you do?
2. At work you notice a stranger reading a work file that is
confidential. Do you ignore the situation?
3. An abusive customer arrives at your workplace demanding to be
allowed into the building. Do you let the customer in?
4. You happen to notice a colleague taking money from the petty
cash tin. When you challenge her she says that your Manager
has approved the loan. What should you do?
5. A relative of an employee telephones you at work to ask for the
address and telephone number of a client. Should you give out
this information?
6. At the end of the working day you leave the building without
closing your window. What are the implications?
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SECTION C
Appendices
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Level 2 Certificate in Employability Skills
Practical Assessment Criteria Checklist
Centre Code

Syllabus topic
Personal
Effectiveness and
success at work

Developing
Personal
Communications
Skills

Developing team
skills and positive
working
relationships

Health, Safety and
Security in the
workplace

Centre Name

Candidate Number

Candidate Name

The candidate can:
Prepare a realistic Personal Action Plan and provide reasonable explanations to
show how it will help their personal and professional development.
Objectively review own positive work-related behaviours and attitudes and
identify reasonable areas for improvement as well as ways of improving.
Describe appropriate methods of dealing with personal feelings and stress at
work and evaluate own experiences to identify areas for improvements.
Use appropriate personal communications skills/techniques in face-to-face or
telephone communications and evaluate feedback to identify reasonable areas
for improvements.
Prepare appropriate written communications. (by way of the Covering Letter
below)
Plan and prepare a presentation appropriately.
Prepare a suitable CV and Covering Letter in acceptable format to respond to an
appropriate job advertisement, and evaluate feedback to identify reasonable
improvements for the future.
Describe acceptable techniques to be used in an interview and explain how
these would help in the interview process.
Describe and evaluate the contributions made as a member of a team.
Use an accepted technique to give feedback and review comments to evaluate
the effectiveness of the technique and the feedback style.
Use appropriate examples to describe ways of dealing with challenging situations
and explain how positive conflict resolution benefits individuals and the
organisation.
Accurately describe Health and Safety regulations which are relevant to their
work environment and explain how these will contribute to a safer work
environment.
Prepare a Risk Assessment with appropriate explanations of the risk evaluation
and methods to minimise risks.
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Tutor Name

Achieved

Comments

Date

Appendix 2
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Appendix 3

76

77
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Appendix 4
TUTOR GUIDANCE ON PRACTICAL ASSESSMENT TASKS

Guidance is not provided on every task. Where a space or form is not provided in the Practical
Assessment Candidate Book for the candidates to write their responses, they can use a word
processor to complete the task. If learners do not have access to a word processor, they
should write their responses on lined paper; handwriting must be legible.

TOPIC 1 - Personal effectiveness and success at work
TASK 1
Tutors should encourage learners not just to see this as a task they need to complete to pass
the assessment but to see it for what it is - a plan for their professional and personal
development. Learners should think seriously about what they write in their Personal Action
Plan; stated goals should be realistic and should be really what the learners want to achieve
and the specified actions should be feasible in helping them to achieve their goals.
TASK 2
Learners should be encouraged to be honest in the self-assessment of their positive workrelated behaviours and attitudes. They could base their self assessment on feedback they
have received in the past or on their honest assessment of how they act in the work
environment.
____________________________________________________________________

TOPIC 2 - Developing Personal Communications Skills
TASK 1
Tutors will need to arrange a series of appropriate role-plays to enable learners to provide
evidence of their personal communication skills. To evidence their verbal and non-verbal
communication skills, learners need to take part in either a telephone or a face-to-face
communications role-play in which they play an employee in an organization dealing with a
member of the public (customer, client, potential customer, supplier etc.) or another staff
member. Learners only need to take part in one role-play; tutors could randomly allocate
learners to either type of role-play. Only one Observation Form should be completed for each
candidate.
Role-plays scenarios should be contextualized as much as possible to make it relevant to
learners’ area of interest and should be designed so that learners have the opportunity to use
all the skills to be assessed (as per the Observation Forms). Role-plays should not be scripted
but learners must be given adequate information about the roles they are expected to play,
background information on the organization they should pretend to work for and the people
they work with (if necessary) and any other information/resource they will need to perform
effectively. Learners playing the role of the customer/client/member of the public must be
briefed separately on their role and should be given advice/guidelines on what they can say to
ensure that role-plays are not too complex and are realistic. Learners taking part in the
telephone role-play should not be able to see each other; if they are in the same room they
should turn their backs to each other.
If necessary, learners can be given more than one opportunity at this task.
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TASK 3
CVs prepared by learners should have personal statements and should be laid out in
appropriate/accepted format and style. They must be free of grammatical and spelling errors
and should not run over more than two pages.
Tutors need to guide learners in their choice of job advertisement to ensure that they do not
select one that is unsuitable to their skills and experience. Covering letters should not be
general but should justify their suitability for the job relative to the specific skills and abilities
outlined in the person specification and job advertisement. Letters should be in suitable format
and layout with appropriate language and should be free of errors.
In Part (d), learners are expected to identify interview techniques such as researching the
company, making a list of questions that may be asked and think about how to respond to
these, identifying their strengths and weaknesses and think about how they suit the job etc.
____________________________________________________________________

TOPIC 3 - Developing team skills and positive working relationships
TASK 1
In Part A, learners can relate their answer to a sport team, social team, project team at college
or work etc. They need to clearly explain why the team was formed and what functions the
team carried out. They also need to fully describe what they did within this team and what they
were responsible for as well as how they have supported their team. Any additional ways of
helping the team should be relevant to the nature of the team and what it does.
TASK 2
This task should take place in the training room/classroom even though tutors do not need to
directly observe. Tutors should check the activity that each learner intends their partner to
perform to ensure that it will not cause any harm or distress to the other person. Learners can
select their own partners.
TASK 3
Tutors need to guide learners to ensure that the examples they are using are appropriate.
Tutors could provide learners with materials. If the learner or tutor is unable to source
appropriate materials that learners can use examples from their personal experiences or
experiences of someone else.
____________________________________________________________________

TOPIC 4 - Health, Safety and Security in the Workplace
TASK 1
Tutors need to ensure that the regulations learners choose to describe are relevant to their
area of interest or the sector they currently work in. Tutors must also ensure that descriptions
of the Health and Safety regulations given by learners are accurate and current. Examples of
how they make the work environment safer given should be realistic and appropriate.
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TASK 2
Tutors should ensure that groups are not conducting the Risk Assessment on the same
location. Learners must be encouraged to talk to the persons who work in the location to get a
good idea as to the possible hazards. They also need to speak to the manager or person
responsible for health and safety to find out what existing controls are in place, if these are not
obvious, and to confirm if the further controls suggested are feasible for the organisation. It is
not necessary for learners to use the real names of persons or of the organisation.
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Appendix 5
EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
SCENARIOS – APPROPRIATE RESPONSES
Situation 1
Option A – this shows self-awareness and that you are able to mange your emotions,
handling upset feelings well and able to calm yourself. Also shows good relationship
management in trying to maintain the friendship.

Situation 2
Option D – this shows that you are flexible, motivated and can stay positive under
pressure. You are able to manage your emotions, handle your feelings and remain calm.
Also shows good social skills; working well in your group.

Situation 3
Option C – this shows empathy by understanding others feelings and wanting to help
others who are hurt or sad

Situation 4
Option E – shows management of relationship and emotions; shows that you are able to
handle your feelings well and that you are motivated and willing to learn by taking actions
to seek feedback

Situation 5
Option C – shows self-awareness; describing your own feelings and knowing what to do
about your feelings. Also shows good social skills – wanting to get along with others

Situation 6
Option E – shows relationship management by trying to solve conflicts with others to
maintain positive relationship as well self-awareness by talking about your feelings and
knowing what to do about them.
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Appendix 6
INTERPRETING
NON-VERBAL COMMUNICATIONS & BODY LANGUAGE
When we are interpreting someone’s non-verbal communications and body language, we
look at the combination of the person’s facial expression and eye gaze, gestures and
postures, personal space and distance, and voice tone and use this to identify what the
person is saying and how they feel. We often do this without being aware that we are
doing it.
Look at the following emotions/attitudes /feelings below and write in each box the
combination of non-verbal and body language signals that someone could use to convey
these feelings/emotions/attitudes.
NB some of these signals may not have the same meaning in some cultures

Bored
•
•
•
•
•

Yawns frequently
Makes little eye
contact
Laid back posture
Distracted
Fidgets with clothes
or anything available

Nervous
•
•
•
•
•
•

Blinks eyes frequently
Open and close hands
frequently
Fidgets /bites nails
Jigs feet up and down
Nervous laughter
Stumble over words
stutter

Angry
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Threatened
•
•
•

Fold arms tightly
and/or cross legs
Frown
Withdraws eye
contact
Raises voice level
and tone

•
•
•
•
•
•

Friendly

Frowns
Glares at other
person
Folds arms
Clench fists
Raises voice
Uses harsh tone of
voice
Gets too close to the
other person
•

Scared

Smiling
Making eye contact
Leaning forward
slightly
Open, unfolded arms
and legs
Non-threatening
gestures (handshakes,
open arms etc.)

Aggressive
•
•
•
•
•
•

Frustrated
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Downward hand gestures
(pointing, stabbing)
Hit hands together
Tighten clothing
Withdraw from
conversation
Raise voice
Sighs
Cries (tears)
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Shaking
Looks around
constantly
Bites nails
Covers face
Stooped posture
Cries (tears)

Stares at other
person
Smiles mockingly
Pointing at the other
person
Thumps fists
Stands while other
person is seated
Rubs back of neck

Happy
•
•
•
•
•

Smiling
Upright posture
Good eye contact
Touching the other
person
Open hand movements
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